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2014 Introductory Newsletter

Hello!  You are receiving our 1st annual newsletter because you have expressed interest in our 
products produced here at Red Gate Farm.  We want to make sure you fully understand what we do 
so you can help us spread the word.  We realize that you are very busy, and greatly appreciate you 
giving us a few minutes of your precious time.

In a time where statistics estimate only 2% of the nation’s citizens are farmers, and more than half of 
those are large, mono-species commercial farms, it is easy to overlook the importance of the small 
family homestead.  Also, in a time where we are being bombarded with news reports of meat, dairy, 
vegetables, and other foods being contaminated by some chemical or bacteria, many consumers are 
wanting to learn more about their food sources.  If you feel it is important to demand high-quality, 
wholesome foods, we believe the best way to do that is to get to know farmers in your local area, and 
support those who raise your food according to the principles YOU believe in.  Not only are you 
personally able to help hold those farmers directly accountable (after all, they are growing YOUR 
food!), but by supporting them, you are keeping your dollars local, helping a small farm thrive, and 
showing those who set the guidelines for our nation’s food supply that you expect better than heavily 
processed foods full of fillers and unpronounceable chemicals.  By purchasing meat directly from your 
local farmer, you are voting against Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) such as 
feedlots, chicken houses, and hog factory farms. Every time you make a purchase from a farmer 
whose practices you understand and support, your actions speak loudly, and your vote is heard.

Everything we do here at Red Gate Farm is based on sustainability, stewardship, and Biblical 
principle.  We believe in honoring and encouraging nature to work to its fullest potential through good 
management techniques.  Because we believe that God intended nature to work in symbiotic 
relationships, we strive to run our farm as a poly-culture of species working together to benefit us, 
each other, and the land as a whole.  Similar to what occurs in nature, we avoid chemicals if at all 
possible.  Rather than pesticides, we use poultry for pest control in the gardens and orchard and for 
parasite control in the pastures.  Instead of herbicides, we “mob” stock our paddocks with a number 
of animals, to encourage natural competitive grazing, and we use complimentary species to utilize our 
pastures to their fullest. In order to live in harmony with the local wildlife population, we utilize 
livestock guardian dogs to protect our herds, flocks, gardens, and orchards by keeping the predators 
outside of the fences.  We selectively choose and/or breed our animals for healthy, hardy genetics 
that thrive in our environment. Rather than deplete precious topsoil, our methods work together to 
actually build more topsoil!  In the extremely rare event that one of our animals requires an antibiotic, 
commercial feed supplement, or other chemical treatment, that animal is not offered for sale with 
others.  Depending on the situation, it is either humanely dispatched, sold with full disclosure, or used 
by our own family.  If the animal happens to be an egg layer or milk producer, eggs or milk from that 
animal will not be sold to customers until the animal has gone through a lengthy withdrawal period.  

The purpose of our annual newsletter is to keep you informed about our farm, and to give you the 
opportunity to reserve your products for the year.  Because we are a small, family-run homestead, we 
must severely limit what we produce in order to ensure each area of our farm receives the careful 
attention it deserves.  This, in turn, allows us to offer you what we believe to be the best product of its 
kind.  You will notice our prices are higher than what you might find in a grocery store.  This is for 4 
reasons:  First, we proudly do not receive government subsidies to finance our farm or support us 



financially.  Secondly, we have a simple goal to keep our farm running at its maximum potential, which 
requires Sean to be able to work here on the farm rather than having a job in town.  Thirdly, we spend 
a tremendous amount of time each and every day researching ways we can improve, tending our 
animals, orchards, and gardens, and ensuring our farm is running according to the principles and 
goals we have set.  That time cannot be undervalued.  Finally, we purchase very high-quality, all 
natural, and often certified organic feeds and hay as required for all our animals, which increases our 
costs significantly.  We believe “you are what you eat” in a manner of speaking.  The way we see it, 
we aren’t just feeding animals, rather, we are feeding our own family through the end product.  I’m 
sure you will agree that each of our families deserve only the best!

Our management techniques here at Red Gate Farm combine old-fashioned methods with modern 
technology in many ways, and we are always seeking to improve.  One thing we seem to have 
figured out, however, is the incredible treat your taste buds will receive when you try one of our meat 
selections.  New customers are often surprised by the flavor of our meat.  It is, indeed, rich and 
flavorful, the way really nutrition-packed meat should taste!  It is not the watered-down, filler-laden, 
bland-tasting meat you will find at the grocers.  In fact, flavor can even vary slightly from season to 
season, as the forage changes.  

Please take a moment to read through our offerings this year.  For those of you that ordered from us 
in 2013, you will be happy to know that we found ways to reduce our costs for 2014, and those 
savings are being passed on to buyers.  If you would like to reserve anything, please take a moment 
to fill out the order form and drop it in the mail with your deposit.  You can also e-mail it back and we 
can send you an invoice via PayPal if you prefer to use a credit card.  Please note that due to our 
move across the country in 2013, we are having to re-build much of our farm.  Therefore animal 
numbers this year are still quite limited.  If you plan to order, do not delay!!  

Of course, you are welcome to come by the farm anytime to see the animals you have reserved, and 
learn more about what we do.  If all you want to do is peek over the fence and see where the animals 
are on a given day, come anytime.  We have no secrets in the way we do things here.  However, for 
the safety of you and our animals, if you prefer to get up close and personal with the animals, tour the 
farm inside the fenced areas, or ask questions, then we ask that you make an appointment, to ensure 
that we can be available to show you around and answer any questions you might have.  Be sure to 
leave yourself plenty of time, as it can be very relaxing to sit around with a cold drink on a warm day, 
watching the chickens race back and forth chasing bugs, seeing the cows and goats munching their 
grass, holding the baby animals, or even giving the pigs a scratch behind the ears.

Thank you for your time, and please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.  We look 
forward to serving you. 

Sincerely, 

The Londrigan Family


